Abstract. This paper is devoted to novel stochastic generalized cellular automata (GCA) for self-organizing data clustermg in enterprise computing.* The GCA transforms the data clustering process into a stochastic process over the configuration space in the GCA array. The proposed approach is characterized by the self-organizing clustering and many advantages in terms of the insensitivity to noise, quality robustness to clustered data, suitability for high-dimensional and massive data sets, the learning ability, and the easier hardware implementation with the VLSI systolic technology. The simulations and comparisons have shown the effectiveness and good performance of the proposed GCA approach to data clustering.
Introduction
The data clustering in enterprise computmg, as a class of data mining technique, is to partition a data set given for enterprise computing into separate clusters, with each cluster being composed of the data objects that possess similar characteristics. Most existing clustering methods can be broadly classified into three categories: partitioning methods, hierarchical methods and locality-based methods [1] - [14] . This paper is devoted to novel generalized cellular automata (GCA) for selforganizing data clustering m enterprise computing. By the GCA clustering methods, the data objects of a given data set in enterprise computing are randomly distributed on a GCA array, and may randomly move back and forth on the GCA array with a probability related to similarity degree. The GCA thus transforms a clustering process into a stochastic self-organizing process over the configuration space of data of other components, leading to standard AND-constraints. However, it might also objects on the GCA array. The analysis and sunulations have revealed very encouraging performance of the GCA approach to data self-organizing clustering in terms of the parallel computation, the insensitivity to noise, the quality robustness to clustered data, the suitability for high-dimensional and massive data sets, the learning ability, the openness and the easier hardware implementation with the VLSI systolic technology.
Generalized Cellular Automata
The GCA-based self-organizing data clustering in enterprise computing is realized by a two-dimensional A^ x A/'cellular array. At first, all the data objects for enterprise computing are randomly mapped on the GCA array, with the state ^y^ (t) of the cell C^ being equal to the data object mapped on the cell. If there is no data object mapped on the cell c.j, the state ^^y(t) is denoted by ^; Then, according to some local dynamic rules, data objects may concurrently and stochastically move back and forth on the GCA array, with a motion probability being determined by a harmony fimction. Thus the special configuration of data objects on the GCA array forms a Markov stochastic process that may converge to stationary probability distributions. The data object configuration with the maximal stationary probability provides the optimal solution to self-organizing data clustering for enterprise computing.
Definition 1 The similarity d(s^j(t)^ ^rfi^)) between two cells C^jand C-,j. at time t is defined by
• // S.J (t) ^ <Z) and S,j. (t) ^ ^ , then 0 < d(s.j (t), S,j. (t)) < 1 ; • otherwise, d(s.j(t), S-,j,(t)) = -1.
The harmony K:{S. (t)^ S-, .(t)) between two cells C-and C-,-, at time t is defined by
• If d{s^jiX), s,j,{X)) > ^ij, then k{s,j{X), 5,^.(t))=l;
where 0^: is a positive threshold less than 1.
The harmony h^.(t) of the cell C-j at time t is defined by
hn(t)= S ^(^.;(t),^.,(t)).
where N^j = jc^^^.i, C^j_^^, C^.j^^., C^_^^j | is the neighbor of the cell C^j. 
AH = HF/" ytfj -H (r [t + l)j is the harmony increment of the GCA array if the given event indicated by the local dynamic rule really happens; The temperature T is a parameter used to improve the solution quality.
The above local transitive rules can also be illustrated in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . The transition diagram of the cellular state of a cell by using the local dynamic rule set R , where the symbol k represents a data object mapped on a cell.
Remarks 1:
• The motivation for cell harmony : By the Eq. (1), the larger the total
• similarity between the cell C-j and all the cells in its neighbor N^^ , the larger the harmony hie. (/)] is. Moreover if there is such a cell in A^. that holds no data object, then the harmony 0 between the cell and the cell c. has no affect on the harmony of the cell C^ .
• The motivation for GCA harmony : The aggregate harmony of a configuration of data objects on the GCA array may describe the global average similarity degree among all the cells and their neighboring cells. Intuitively it is expected that a better clustering should correspond to a data object configuration with larger aggregate harmony. Therefore for two configurations, u and v, of data objects on the GCA array if the aggregate harmony H (w) is larger than the aggregate harmony H (v) ; intuitively the probability of the transition from w to v should be less than the probability from v to u. The Eq. (3) is consistent with this intuition.
GCA Parallel Algorithm and Properties
To implement the GCA for self-organizing data clustering in enterprise computing, the algorithm GCAA uses two independent cellular array I and cellular array II to store two different configurations of data objects on the GCA array.
The Parallel Algorithm GCAA : Costep 1. The state of every cell in the array I and array II is set to (/), indicating no data object mapped on any cell. Costep 2. All the data objects in the given data set are concurrently and randomly mapped on the array I and array II, forming two different configurations of data objects on them. 3), and then, upon the transitive probability, randomly choose one configuration from the array I and array II. Costep 6. Using a random configuration, update the configuration on the array I or array II which has not been chosen in Costep 5. Costep 7. Repeat Costep 3 through Costep 6 until reaching a stationary probability distribution over the configuration space on the array I and array II, where the configuration with the maximal probability corresponds to the optimal clustering.
We summarize the properties of the algorithm GCAA by the following Lemmas and Theorems whose proofs are given in Appendix. 
Lemma 1 Carrying out the algorithm GCAA is equivalent to carrying out the dynamic rules R .

Lemma 2 The stochastic process {/"(/^),^ = O,!,---} generated by executing the algorithm GCAA is a finite homogeneous Markov chain.
Lemma 3
Lemma 4
The stochastic process {/"(r),^ = 0,l,---} generated by the algorithm GCAA must reach a stationary probability distribution over the configuration space, that is, any configuration may occur finally with a fixed probability. Moreover the stationary distribution is independent of the initial configuration. 
Theorem 1 The stationary probability distribution obtained by executing the algorithm GCAA is the maximal entropy distribution over the configuration space.
Moreover the stochastic configuration with the maximal probability has the maximal aggregate harmony. Theorem 2 A configuration with the maximal probability in a stationary probability distribution produced by the algorithm GCAA must be such a special configuration of data objects on the GCA array that has the minimal number of connected regions, with each region corresponding to a distinct cluster of the given data set,
Simulations and Comparisons
Using the GCAA algorithm, the simulations on different data set sizes, different data types, various cluster shapes, noisy data set and higher dimensional data are carried out respectively. The comparison of clustering time between the proposed GCAA algorithm and PAM, CLARANS algorithms is given in Fig. 2 . We have also made many experiments and comparisons on the ability to eliminate outliers and to deal with high-dimensional data, details omitted here for the page limitation. Several snaps of data clustering on the GCA array during executing the algorithm GCAA are illustrated m Fig. 3 , where the initial configuration of data objects randomly mapped on the GCA array is demonstrated in Fig. 3(a) , and finally almost all the similar data are successfully clustered together as shown in Fig. 3(f) . The relation between the GCA clustering time, the number of clusters and the data set size is shown in Fig. 4 .
Conclusions
The GCA approach and algorithm GCAA for self-organizing data clustering in enterprise computing have been proposed in this paper. The analysis and simulations on a variety of data sets given for enterprise computing have shown many advantages over other widely used clustering algorithms m terms of the folio wings:
• Faster clustering speed for both the large data set and the noisy data set;
• The ability to handle and recognize the shape-varying and size-varying clusters; The robustness to outliers, and the ability to eliminate the noise data from clustering result;
• The ability to learn the priori probability distribution of data objects and to use the previous clustering results for shortening the clustering time and improving the clustering quality;
• The suitability for high dimensional data sets, the clustering performance being not obviously affected by the data dimension. stationary probability distribution p^,uel\ such that it has the maximal entropy , and satisfies the following constraints: max
we/' uel* where hj^ is constant related to k, upon a priori probability with respect to k-th data object in data sets. On the other hand, we make use of TT and /T^ to denote the stationary probability distribution and the stationary probability of the configuration u, respectively, which is yielded by concurrently executing the rule R . Then It therefore follows that n\ -p\ upon the temperature T, which implies that the stationary probability distribution of the stochastic process decided by the GCAA is just the maximal entropy distribution.
Moreover, it turns out that the stochastic configuration with the maximal harmonic function value has the maximal probability over the obtained stationary probability distribution.
Proof of Theorem 2. By contrary, assume that, when the dynamics of GCA has reached to the stationary probability distribution, the configuration u with the maximal harmony function makes some data objects that should be partitioned into the same cluster be distributed in more than one unconnected region in the GCA array. It follows from Eq. (2) that laying the same data objects in several separate unconnected regions of cells gives rise to smaller harmony function of these cells than laying in one connected region of cells. It turns out that the configuration u does not have the maximal value of harmony function, resulting in the contradiction to the assumption. By Theorem 1, therefore, the configuration with the maximal probability in the stationary probability distribution has the minimal number of connected regions in GCA array.
